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ABSTRACT 
Using the relationship between partial flocks of the quadratic tone K in PG(3,9), 
9 even, and arts in the plane PG(Z, 91, new results on partial flocks and short proofs 
for known theorems on translation generalized quadrangles of order (9’, 9) and on 
ovoids in PG(3,9) are obtained. It is shown that large partial flocks of K containing 
approximately 9 tonics, 9 even, are always extendable to a flock, which improves a 
result by Payne and Thas. Then new and short proofs are given for a theorem of 
Johnson on translation generalized quadrangles and a theorem of Glynn on ovoids. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We always assume that q is even. 
Let K be a quadratic tone, with vertex x, of PG(3, q). A partialjlock .F 
of K is a set of disjoint (irreducible) tonics on K. The partial flock 9 is 
complete if it is not contained in a larger partial flock. A flock F of K is a 
partial flock of size q, that is, a partition of K \ {x) into q tonics. If al1 planes 
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K : X,X, = X; ofPG(3,q) i;fad only iffor alZ (a,,a,) E "; \((O,O)), the 
Set 
K = (al,%) N 1, ~u~xt + u,a,t + uzz, , t) 11 t E Z) U {ei, es} (2.1) 
is u (k + 2)-urc of PG(2,q). 
Proof. Assume the k planes ll, define a partial flock 9 of the tone K. 
We have to show that no three of the k + 2 points es, e,, p, = (1, u:x, + 
u,u,t + ui zt, t2), t E Z, are collinear. Clearly e2, e,, pt are not collinear, and 
el, P,, P,,, t z t', are not collinear. If e2, pt, p,,, t + t’, are collinear, then 
u& + x,,) + u,u,(t + t’) + u;<z, + z,,) = 0, so 
contradicting (1.1). Now assume that p,, p,,, p,,,, with t, t’, t” distinct, are 
collinear. Then an easy calculation shows that 
uF( X* + X,!) + u,u2( t + t’) + ug ut + Ut’) 
= 
(t + q2 
uf( x, + x,,,) + u,u,(t + t”) + ug Zf + zy) 
Tz 
(t + q2 
u;< Xt’ + x,,,) + u1u2( t’ + t”) + u;( Zt’ + +) 
(t’ + q2 
= cl. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that ui # 0. We obtain 
-& + z,,) = ( x, + %O( Zt + %> + U2(Zt + Q) 
(t + q2 u,(t + t') 
+ (~;;;tf;;; )2. 
As (xt + x,,Xz, + .z,,Xt + t’)-” E ‘i!?,, also a(z, + .z,,)u[” E E’i (cf. 16, 
p. 41). Analogously, Q(Z, + .z,.)u[” E E’, and (u(z,, + .+)u~~ E E’i. Hence 
(cf. [6, p. 4]), (Y(z, + z,&~i-~ + Q(Z, + z,.)u,-~ + a(z,, + +>u~~ = 6 E 
%?, , a contradiction. 
We conclude that K,,,,n3j is a (k + 2)-arc of PG(2,q). 
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Conversely, assume that for al1 (ai, a,) E [F; \ {CO, O)}, the set K,,,, ozj is 
a (k + 2)-arc of PG(2,ql. As e2, pt, p,, , c # t ‘, are not collinear, we have 
uF(X, + x,!) + a,u,(t + t’l + ue(z, + z,!) Z 0 for al1 (ui, u,) E IF: \ ((0,011. 
Hence (x, + x,,>(z, + +Xt + t’je2 E ei. So the k planes lJ,, t E Z, define 
a partial flock of K. ??
Remark that in the proof of the converse, we only use the fact that no line 
pt p,!, t # t ‘, contains e2. 
Such a set of q2 - 1 (k + 2)-arts of PG(2, q) is called a herd of arts. 
With each flock of K, there corresponds a herd of hyperovals of PG(2, q). 
We remark that already in 1985 Payne [ll] constructed an infinite class of 
hyperovals using implicitly flocks of quadratic cones in PG(3, q), q even. 
3. INCOMPLETE PARTIAL FLOCKS 
THEOREM 3.1 (Segre [16], Voloch [21]). Zf K is u k-arc of PG(2, q), q 
even, sutisfying 
ca> k > q - fi + 1 if q is u square, 
(bl k > q - fi + 2 $q is u nonsquare, q > 2, 
then K is contuined in u unique (q + 2)-urc of PG(2, q). 
The preceding theorem shows that large arts in PG(2, q), q even, 
containing approximately q + 2 points always can be extended to a (q + 2)- 
arc. 
In view of the relation between partial flocks and arts (Theorem 2.11, a 
similar result for partial flocks having approximately q tonics can be ex- 
pected. Presently, it is known that a partial flock of q - 1 tonics always is 
contained in a flock [15]. By using the relationship between partial flocks and 
herds, the following improvement is obtained. 
THEOREM 3.2. Zf 9 is u purtial jlock of k tonics in PG(3, q), q even, 
where 
(al k > q - fi - 1 if q is u square, 
(bl k > q - J2q if q is u nonsquare, q > 2, 
then Fcun be extended uniquely to u flock. 
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Proof Using the notations of Theorem 2.1, let 9 be defined by the 
planes II, : X, + x,X1 + tX, + z,X3 = 0, t E Z C ‘F4, IZI = k, 0 E Z, xo = 
ZO = 0. To this partial flock corresponds the herd of (k + 2)-arts 
K, = 
“,> 02) (( 4 1, u;x, + a,a,t + a;z, ,t) II t E z} u {eg%}. 
Since q is even, u:x, + u,u,t + u;z, = U,X,y’2 + (u,u,t)@ + u2$‘“, 
so 
K, = 01.02) (( 1, ui x,4/2 + (u,u,t) 9’2 + u,zf/“,l) (1 t E Z) U {el, e2}. 
Assume that q is a square, so k > q - 6 - 1. Then Kt(l,,nzj is a 
(k + 2)-arc containing more than q - fi + 1 points. It then follows from 
Theorem 3.1(a) that Kc(l,,nZj is contained in a (q + 2)-arc Lca,,<lzj. Since 
L, 01,<12j contains eo, er, e2, we have that 
L, Ul.QO) = 0 1, %z,.Q (r),t) II t E Eu) U {ei, e2) 
for some permutation polynomial FC+ a2j satisfjing 
deg %,,11*) G 4 - 2, %zI,UZ)(0) = 0 
[6, p. 1741; from a result by Segre and Bartocci [17], see also [5, Corollary 21, 
F ca,, (12j only has terms of even degree. 
It wil1 now be shown that for al1 (ai, a,) # (0, O), FcaI, a2j is completely 
determined by the two polynomials FC,,,, and FC,, lj. 
Clearly FC1 ,,(t> = xpI for al1 t E Z. 
Then, using the interpolation formula of Lagrange [6, p. 21, 
where ‘F: = IF, \ {O}. 
Dividing Tq + T by T + s, we obtain 
FC,,,,(T) = ‘t2 T9-‘-j( c F&)“‘) 
j=O s E ‘0 




where the last equality uses FC,,,,(O) = 0. 
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Since FC,,,, only has terms of even degree, 
for al1 even j, 0 < j < q - 2. Hence 
C qW = C F,, ,)(t)tj, (3.1) 
ts1 tEI 
for al1 even j, 0 -< j < q - 2. 
Analogously, 
C qj2tj = C FC, ,)(t)tj, (3.2) 
te1 t521 
forallevenj,O<j<q-2. 
In general, for arbitrary (ar, a,) f (0, O), the polynomial FC,,, U2)(T) which 
defines the (q + 2)arc LCn,,uz) satisfies 
c F,.,&&tj = 0, 
t E FC, 
forallevenj,O<j<q-2.S0 
forallevenj,O<j<q-2. 
It fellows from the coordinates of the points of KCni,n2) that for al1 t E I, 
we have FCa,,a,>(t) = u,x~/~ + (~,a,t)~/~ + u2 ~2’~. ConsequentIy, (3.3) 
becomes 
c (%~,y’~ + (%t)Y’2 + a,zy’“)t-’ = c F<,,,,,>(t)tJ. 
tEl 
Using C, E F, @+j = 0, j even [18, Lemma 3.11, and also (3.1) and (3.21, 
we obtain 
c F<a,.a,>W = c (~&o,W + (~2t)“‘~ + ~2%1j(t))tj. 
té1 te1 
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By taking al1 even values j, 0 <j Q 2(q - k) - 2 (as k > q - fi - 1, 
we have 2(9 - k) - 2 Q 9 - 21, this gives a system of 9 - k linear equa- 
tions in 9 - k unknowns FC,,,,2, (t>, t 65 Z, having a nonsingular Vander- 
monde matrix as coeffrcient matrix. In other words, there is a unique solution 
for F~,,,Jt), t e Z. 
Hence FCO,,Jt) = a, FC, ,,(t> + (u,u,~)~‘~ + a,FC,,,,(t), t G Z. But also 
for t E 1. we have 
q/l ,,,,)(t) = u,xp’2 + (ulu2t)q’2 + u,zy 
= @w,(t) + (~,t)“~ + a2Fc,,,,W 
This implies that for arbitrary cu,, u,) + (0, 01, 
L(q>flz) = (( l~~,F(,,o,(t) + (v,t)Y’2 + @(o,,,(t)> t) 11 t E Eq) 
By Theorem 2.1, the planes TI, : X, + F(f,,,(t)X, + tX, + F$ ,,(t)X, = 
0, t E [F,, define a flock @ of the tone. Clearly the planes 111,, t E Z, define 
the partial flock K As k > (9 - 1)/2, the flock s’ is uniquely determined 
by F(cf. 119, p. 4421). 
This proves the theorem for 9 a square. 
The case 9 a nonsquare is treated in the same way. 
TIIEOHEM 3.3. Zn PG(3,8), u complete purtiulflock of u quudrutic tone 
either contuins 4 or 8 con&. 
Proof. It follows from the preceding theorem that a partial flock contain- 
ing at least 5 tonics is always extendable to a flock. 
Using CAYLEY [l], it was checked that the only complete partial flocks 
containing less than 5 tonics, consist of 4 tonics. ??
A (Zine) spreud of PG(3,9) is just a set of 9’ + 1 pairwise disjoint lines 
of PG (3,9); a purtiul spreud of PG(3,9) is any set of pairwise disjoint lines 
of PG(3, 9) [7, p. 531. A regulus 9(L,, L,, L,) of PG(3, 9) is the set of 
9 + 1 lines intersecting three mutually skew lines L,, L,, L, [7, p. 231. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Consider in PG(3,9) a partial spread gk consisting of k 
reguli intersecting two by two in exactly one line L, with L fixed, where 
(a) k > 9 - fi - 1 if9 is a square, 
(b) k > 9 - fi $9 is a nonsquare, 9 > 2. 
Then pak can be extended to a spread zF~ consisting of 9 reguli intersecting 
two by two in the line L. Also, gq is the unique spread containing 9’. 
Proof. Let pk be a partial spread of 9k + 1 lines consisting of k reguli 
intersecting two by two in exactly one line L, with L fixed. It follows from [3, 
Theorem 2.21 that any partial flock of k tonics of a quadratic tone defines 
such a partial spread 9’ of PG(3,9), and vice versa, that from any such 
partial spread 9’ a partial flock of k tonics of a quadratic tone can be 
constructed. 
In [2, Theorem A], Gevaert and Johnson prove that any line M extending 
the partial spread B k is contained in a partial spread of type ~@‘+i 
containing pk. 
From Theorem 3.2, it now immediately follows that .Yk can be extended 
to a spread pq. 
Let M be any line extending pk. Then by the theorem by Gevaert and 
Johnson, combined with Theorem 3.2, there exists a spread @ containing 
pk and M. As the flocks F and p corresponding respectively to gq and @ 
share at least k > (9 - 1)/2 tonics, we have FT= 9 [lg, p. 4421, and so also 
pq = 3. Hence M EY~, and consequently gq is the unique spread 
containing Bk. ??
4. NEW SHORT PROOFS FOR THEOREMS ON FLOCKS 
In [lg], Thas proved that if the 9 planes of the tonics of a flock of a 
quadratic tone in PG(3,9), 9 even, share a point, then the flock is linear. 
The proof relies heavily on a theorem by Glynn [4] in a paper on the Hering 
classification of inversive planes of even order. 
In the following sections, a new short proof involving the relationship 
between flocks and herds of hyperovals is presented. 
Consider first the following partial ordering + on the natura1 numbers. 
Let b = C bi2’ and c = C c,2’ be the binary e@msions of b and c. Then 
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LEMMA 4.1. Forfixed elemmts a,, a of IF,, a, # 0, f(a,> = a,aqi2 + 
(a,a2)9/2, a2 E F9, a.wum.es at least q/2 distinct values in F9. 
Proof. If a = 0 , then f is a bijection of lF9, so assume a # 0. 
Suppose a2 a 9j2 + (a,a2)912 = a’,a912 + (uia,) 4”. EquivaIentIy, a2 = 
a; or (u/u,)~/~ = (az + a~)9/2-‘. Assume up # a;. Since 
gcd(q/2 - 1, q - 1) = 1, 
it fellows that a2 + a; (Z 0) is the unique solution of (a/a1)9/’ = X912- ‘. 
This shows that f(a,) assumes exactly q/2 values in E9. ??
THEOREM 4.3. Zf in PG(3, q), q even, the q planes of the tonics of a 
jlock Fof a quadratic tone K share a point, then this jlock is linear. 
Roof. Let K : X,X, = Xi and assume that the q planes II, have 
equation II, : X, + xt X, + tX, + z, X, = 0, t E E9, x,, = zO = 0. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume that al1 planes II, contain the point 
(0, 0, a, 1) (by 1.5.2 of [lg] we may assume that the last coordinate is 1). Then 
2, = at. 
To the flock corresponds the herd 
5 a1.4 = (c 1, a,xf12 + (a,a,t)9’2 + a2z,4’2, t) II t E 59) U (e,, e2} 
= (( 1, a,X,4’2 + (a,a,t) 9’2 + a2(at)9’2, t) 11 t E Fq> U {e,, e2}. 
Let FC,,,.z,(t> = ~,xf/~ + ((a,a,>9/’ + a,a9/2)t9/2. In particular, rely- 
ing on the result by Segre and Bartocci [17], see also [5, Corollary 21, which 
states that FC1,,,(T) only has terms of even degree, we have FC, ,,(T) = 
C$4!2’/2 cziT2’, so that F&&T) = a, C$4j2)/2 cziT2’ + ((a,a,>9/’ + 
a2a9/2)T9/2. 
Since the polynomial FC,,, (12j defines a hyperoval containing e,, e,, e2, the 
point a,(O, c2, 0, cq, 0,. . . ,0, c~_~, 0) + ((a,a2)9/2 + a2a9/2)e9,2_1, with 
e9/2-i = (X (j,“‘> x4-2) where xi = 0 if i # q/2 - 1 and where x,+,~_~ # 
0, is a point of PG(q - 2, q) extending L = ((1, t, . . . , t “> 11 t E F9} U 
Ko, . . . , 0, l)} to a (q + 2>-arc (Theorem 4.2). 
For (ai, a,> = (1,O) this point is p = (O,c,,O,. . .,O, c~_~,O) and for 
(a,,a2> = (0, 1) this point is e9,2_1. 
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Suppose p + eq/2-1. If al Z 0 is fmed and if u2 varies in F,, then, by 
Lemma 4.1, a, p + (a,a 9’2 + (a,a2)9/2)e9,s_1 defines at least 9/2 distinct 
points on the line ( p, e,,, _ 1> which al1 extend 
L = {(LL.., t”) II t E IF4} u { (0,. . .,o, l)} 
to a (9 + 2)-arc. Since als0 e,,, _ 1 extends L to a (9 + 2)-arc, the line 
(p,e 4,2_ 1 > has at least 9/2 + 1 points in common with the hypersurfaces 
defined in (4.1). 
Since for suitable choices of b, al1 these hypersurfaces have degree 
smaller than 9/2, the line (p, e9,s_r> is completely contained in these 
hypersurfaces. This would mean that al1 points of the line ( p, e9,s_ r > extend 
L to a (9 + 2)-arc. This is however impossible. 
So p = eq/2-1, hence c2i = 0 for al1 1 < i < (9 - 2)/2, i # 9/4. In 
other words, F(r,,, (t> = x7’2 = c9,s t9/‘. Therefore x, = ct with c = c:,~, 
which shows that the planes of the tonics of the flock are II, : X, + ctX, + 
tX, + atX, = 0, t E ff,. Hence the planes II, al1 contain the common line 
X, = CX, + X, + aX, = 0, that is, Fis linear. W 
A second result on flocks for which a new proof was found, concerns the 
relation between the flock Y and the corresponding generalized quadrangle 
Y of order (9’, 9) [lg]. 
If Xt+” = xt + x, and z~+~ = zt + Z, for al1 t, u E F,, then the general- 
ized quadrangle corresponding to the flock .F with planes II, : X, + x, X, + 
tX, + .zt X, = 0, is a translation generalized quadrangle; conversely, if the 
generalized quadrangle corresponding to a flock 9 is a translation general- 
ized quadrangle, then, without loss of generality, we may assume that ZF 
is defined by the planes II, : X, + xt X, + tX, + z, X, = 0, t E lF,, with 
Xt+u = xt + x, and zt+u = zt + z, for al1 t, u E [F, [ 121. 
N. L. Johnson [S] proved for 9 even that the generalized quadrangle 
corresponding to a flock is a translation generalized quadrangle if and only if 
the flock F is linear. His proof used the classification of certain classes of 
semifields. 
Once again, using the relationship between flocks and herds of hyper- 
ovals, a new short proof avoiding this classification is obtained. 
THEOREM 4.4. For 9 = 2h, the generalized quadrangle 9 correspond- 
ing to ajock Fis a translation generalized quadrangle if and only if theflock 
9 is linear. 
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Proof. If 9 is linear, then the corresponding generalized quadrangle is 
classica1 [14, p. 2171, h ence is a translation generalized quadrangle. 
Conversely, assume that 9 is a translation generalized quadrangle. Sup- 
pose that 9 is not classica1 (then necessarily 4 z 2, as any generalized 
quadrangle of order (4,2) is classical [14]). In such a case, the base line 
necessarily contains the point (~1 (by [I5] the point (m) is fKed by any 
collineation of 9). Then, with the notations of above, we may assume that rt 
and z, are additive functions of t. 
Consider now the herd (Theorem 2.1) corresponding to the flock. For 
(a,,a,) = (l,O), KCl,oj = ((1, XP/‘, t) II t E Fq} U {e,, e,} is a translation hy- 
peroval [6, 101 since xt is an additive function of t. Hence xpI = bt2’ for 
some b in F: = Es \ (0) and some exponent e E N,_ i = {l, 2, . . . , h - 1) 
[lol. Similarly, zp” = cr2’ with c E [F: and f E N, _ i, so that for an 
arbitrary hyperoval of the herd we have K,,,,a2j = {(l, a,btze + (a,a,t)4/’ + 
a,ct21, t) Il t E [FJ u 1 e,, e2}. This means that for al1 (ai, a,) # (0, O), 
FC a,,,JT) = a,bT” + (u,u,T)~‘~ + a,cT 2’ is additive in T. In other words, 
% a,,a2j always is a translation hyperoval. Again by [lol, FC,l,opj(T) = 
7io T 
2 dal, “2) 
,z d with r(in,, nZ) E E: and g(a,, a,) E ILI~_~. 
If 2” # q/2 # 2f, then 2g(al,Q2) = q/2, 2” = 2f, and a,b + a,c = 0 for 
al1 a,, a2 with a,a, # 0, a contradiction. Now assume 2” = q/2 # 2f. Then 
f = g(a,, a,) and (u,a,) vl2 + a,b = 0 for al1 a2 # 0, again a contradiction. 
Analogously, 2f = q/2 # 2” leads to a contradiction. Hence 2” = 2f = q/2. 
Consequently x,412 = bt412 and ~4’~ = ctq12, that is, x, = b2t and 
zt = c’t. The planes of the flock 9are ‘n, : X, + b2tX, + tX, + c2tX, = 0. 
This shows that the flock is linear, so 9 is classical, a contradiction. 
Hence the translation generalized quadrangle 9 is necessarily classical, 
and consequently9 is linear. ??
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